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Paradoxism is an anticonventional insurrection and an exacerbated expression of a crisis 
of communication within the canons of the formal logic. In the face of the ideological coercion of 
the years 60-80, an artistic evasion of the experimentation has been practiced through works that 
not only “reflect the reality”, but also reflect themselves. (the exiled Romanian composer Aurel 
Stroe then wrote - maybe in the paradoxist preliminaries - an antiopera, in which he exercises the 
pure casualness of the musical language). 
We can affirm that paradoxism is a neo-avant-gardism politically directed. Formally it 
looks like an enlarged dadaism, that has recovered a meaning. Then it can be studied in the 
framework of a discipline that is nothing else than paradoxology, as a branch of pataphysics - a 
science of the exceptions, a general theory of the deviations. We know that a constituted 
theological paradoxology exists, in the center of which the miracle lies: in the face of the fact, a 
reference is made at the evidence of the thing then created. After that, we can imagine the 
persistence of a “temptation of the nothingness) (Dumitru Ichim) in the paradoxist discourse and 
at the same time the presentiment of a transcendence that would resonate in a paradoxist 
“expectation”, like a mysterious “bell of silence” - what may indicate too that “clandestine” 
relative extension of literature that realizes itself with the means of negation (typical of this aspect 
is the “identification of the object-language with the metalanguage” -Solomon Marcus). 
It is obvious that paradoxism can’t be extended to the entire artistic phenomenology of 
paradoxism, because it would then cancel itself. It is the proper result of a will expressed by the 
artistic behaviour of a paradoxist type. Considering this, it is not possible to maintain that Nichita 
Stanescu would be the founder of the movement, but he could be recognized as a great precursor. 
Paradoxism, as an intent mode of creation, succeeds in bringing a simultaneity of strong 
oppositions: nothing gratuitous and everything gratuitous, repudiation of literature and nostalgia 
of literature, annulment of the authorial cult and tyranny of the creator, absolute absurd and 
antiabsurd solution, objective derision and prophetic capability. Paradoxism makes the 
perspective a knot of contradictions.
It is evident that, like the “text”, its results are also unpredictable. In this way, one 
experiments with an intention and one perseveres with lucidity. The experiment of dislocation of 
the text is sometimes forwarded up to the annulment of the text itself and the disintegration of the 
language. The text then becomes permeable to whatever kind of combinations and the process is 
continued up to the risk of a complete opacity, up to the defenestration of the meaning, 
progressing then merrily through an absorbing and fatal “black hole”. But paradoxism - as 
Constantin M. Popa observes - does not try to destroy literature. It is concerned in the discovery 
of some new efficient and tense scriptural practices, that keep the energy resulting from the clash 
between opposed semantic fields”. 
This critic believes in a “tradition of paradoxism”, in which we found Apollinaire, Jarry, 
Urmuz, Vinea, Mihail Cosma (Claude Sernet), Geo Bogza, Tascu Gheorghiu, Gellu Naum, 
Gherasim Luca. The formulae of the scriptural visuality (Calligrams, invectives, stammering - of 
Gherasim Luca) are seen as the most appropriate paradoxist recipe of the clear discourse, in 
which the opposites coincide and dissolve. However, the paradoxist “tradition” needs absolutely 
the author of Nonwords who is a paradoxist avant la lettre, with his capacity of lexical 
suggestion, his compromised and banalized admonition of the meanings, his semantic 
inventiveness and forcing of the linear topic. 
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 In the precursory poetical experiments, there is the most appropriate spirit of paradoxist 
anxiety. Taking into consideration the whole of Stanescu’s poetry and the excellence he attained 
in the paradox, the estimation is maintained with all that Nicolae Manolescu sees in Bacovia as 
our first antipoet (Bacovia is at the outset our antipoet, in a modern sense: his excessive 
expressiveness, the dissonance, the primitivism, the intense coloring-power, the mixture of 
pathetic and humor, the continuos quibbling make him go, from symbolism to the modern period 
with the speed of a comet, through the fields of a planetary attraction of expressionism, dadaism, 
surrealism and absurd literature”). In Nichita Stanescu’s case, the luxuriance of the corruption of 
the senses, his sheaf of lexical confetti, the impulsive poetical temperament makes him more 
“paradoxist”. But his excess - observed in the words of the critic Gheorghe Grigurcu - shows him 
connected with the paradoxist “unconsciousness”. 
 Considered as obsolete, lyricism is a trap that modernism bypasses. It substitutes to it the 
everyday lustreness and poetry is impressed with commonplace details, the everyday life enlarges 
the literary embracement, bearing into it an infusion of visual expressions. From an occidental 
point of view, the Romanian poet antihypostatizes himself, he evokes the neighborhood and 
friends, he accepts a skeptical opposition enhanced by a Bohemian egotism. 
 The formal art of the graphical arrangements, excellent in the Calligrammes of 
Appolinaire, has attracted also other inventors of visual effects. There is, in this field, the well-
known typographic experiment initiated by E.E. Cummings, that includes in the art of poetry the 
disposition of the words in the pages, the counterpoint verbalism, the coalescing of the words, the 
musical arrangement of the punctuation, the orthographic coercion - usually an increase of the 
vigor of the whole construction and a greater density of its meanings.  
 In the Romanian literature, the formula of antipoetry is not an invention of paradoxism. 
The dadaists have shown ostentatiously a radical nonconformism. Contimporanul (The 
Contemporary) of Ion Vinea and Marcel Iancu, 75 H.P. of Ilarie Voronca and Victor Brauner, 
illustrating the constructivism of the avant-garde, appear anxious to assimilate the imaginary of 
the industrial civilization, for which they promote, in a consensus with the futurists’ vitalism, the 
antipoetry in inflammatory texts of public slogan types.  Voronca and Brauner have proposed the 
pictopoetry formula - a collage of colors and words, a real reckless action of the spirit. 
 The dreamy experiment of the Romanian literature 60-70 decade went along with an 
alternative of illusion with regard to a context directed toward a tedious praise of efficiency. The 
neoconformism of that period was not only an ostentation and a contest, but also a ferment of 
some parallel secret formulae, over a polemic substratum of formal adventures. 
 As a form of metapoetry, paradoxism is the sign, in a situation of emergency, of the 
general theme of the present poetry: the situation of crisis (existential, cognitive, axiological, 
optional, artistic, moral, political and social, etc.) The pride of the foundation of paradoxism lies 
in its radicalism. The notion of the usefulness of paradoxism is managed as a valuation of the 
limits of communication, in which the poetical function has a high consistency. The paradoxist 
poet behaves, in the empire of the words, signs and silences, with a supremely absolute 
availability. The evidence of the differentiation and originality has confirmed Pius Servien’s  
assertion that “to define a new mode or a new poetry doesn’t mean to speak of beauty or genius, 
that are not even the monopoly of some schools. What defines them, what belongs to theme may 
be expressed in exact terms, examining the mode to do it: the technical processes, that have 
become the particularities of all those who claim their adherence to this mode or this new poetical 
school”. In fact, in the paradoxist theory, there’s no reference to mode, beauty or genius, as in 
some authentic manifesto of school, to the technical peculiarity of the language, to the intention 
that orchestrates the methods, to the sentiment that animates the will of radicalization. 
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 The distinction and the linking made by Hjelmslev between the form of the expression 
and the form of the content tells us that the aesthetic significance is not limited, in literature, to 
the linguistic reality of the latter, but has also a projection on a translinguistic reality, shaped by 
the vision of the world presented by the work, by the structure of the universal imaginary. The 
transgression of the linguistic reality and the translinguistic in-forming are the limits of the 
paradoxist playing-fields, which in fact come in consonance with the newest theories on the 
finalist-symbolic fictional universes, specifically literary. On the other hand, the specific 
protesting synchronism of paradoxism, with its uninterrupted autarchy of play, opposes on 
principle also the modern neopositivism of the humanistic sciences, in the same manner that 
hyperrealism, with which it is connected, is not only a simple psychological study. Against the 
intellectual speculation and the limited horizon of the conjectures, that smoulder under the heat of 
the tedious erudition, the individuality of the creation/ opera comes out with its proper 
hermeneutic assumption.
 Taken in an absolute meaning, Verlaine’s warning against the discursive poetic 
rationalism - “Take the eloquence and wring its neck” - leads to the suggestively elliptical 
formulation of paradoxism. Because, in the rhetorical language, not only romanticism has been 
bogged, but especially the poetry of the producers of programs of a propagandist eloquence, that - 
why not? - is much nearer to us and more distressing. This one is the express visa of the implicit 
paradoxist lampoon. From the crisis of a compromise of the art there arose, at the opposite pole, 
the severe sanction inflicted by the pride of the creation in an absolute liberty. Proletcultism and 
paradoxism mark the extreme limits of the attitude regarding art. 
 The literary historian Ion Rotaru situates paradoxism in a “very Romanian tradition” in the 
context of associations / similarities with all the unexpected: the Romanian lordships have 
stopped (denied) into it and have been stopped (denied) by the others; our movement of avant-
garde, which has astonished Europe, has been followed by the movement “Olteano- Valcean of 
Arizona”, that the author actually negates, opposing it the veto not and never. The evidence 
compels us to note that the conjurers of the metalanguage have also been Ionescu, Cioran, 
Gherasim Luca: they went up to the extreme metamorphosis of the meaning. The two former ones 
are well known; the other, in his Cioran-type poem The foolishness of my being, affirms, for 
instance: “the dispersion has three pairs of feet”. The poet tests the language with a seductive and 
subversive “cabalistic bravery” (Michel Camus). Here are a few semantically ambiguous titles, 
with an aperture toward paradoxism: Other secrets of the Empty and of the Full, Clearly 
hermetic, Morphology of the metamorphosis. 
 Paradoxism radicalizes, in this case, the existentialist aesthetic recipe: the genuine art 
reinvigorates the essential word, concurrently with the autodestruction of the traditional works, in 
order to reconstruct those anew and from the base. A dynamics of the ruptures turns the annulling 
gesture into a founding one. 
*
 The manifesto of the movement has a denying vehemence and a vibrant ingenuousness 
such as the constructivist activism, the aerogram of Voronca and the pictopoetry proposed by 
Voronca and Brauner didn’t posses. In this evolution it indicates the accentuation of the 
insuportability of the ever dilated “alarm of the intelligence” (Al. Paleologu). The paradoxist 
charge is situated on the apogee: it abolishes with a diabolical relentlessness, without right of 
appeal. Through a corrosive training of the most deferred modalities, from diverse loaning fields, 
the paradoxist experiment accentuates equally the caducity of the traditional literary types and the 
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ambition of the theoretical models for the domination of the vital life and the unpredictability of 
the spirit.  
 If for Urmuz the description of the personages brings, by the chance of the coincidences, 
close to the surrealist picture, for the virtuoso of paradoxism the abolition of whatever rigor opens 
the way to the unobstructed associative fantasy. Then the linking between heteroclite objects 
doesn’t happen, the incompatibilities are not forced, but are offered in harmless readings to the 
bearer, so that they are invested with the discretional personality that lies dissimulated in every 
individual. The surrealist “provocation”, leaded up to Dali’s paranoia, is substituted with the 
insinuation of the self-generated resolutions. The reader’s adherence is gained by the offering of 
the protagonist role in the play and the complicity of the negatory voluptuousness. 
 The specific intertextualism of paradoxism amalgamates, under the associative impulse of 
the cultural memory, the attitudes, coincidences and parallelisms, precisely by virtue of an 
expressive intention. It invigorates the associative mechanism, it gives the affective 
bibliographical mobility, in time and space, enriching thus the significance of the text. Basically, 
the intertextualism expresses a pragmatic direction of literature, at its ultimate moment, in the 
sense of the self-conscience. As it is not a simple and mechanical transmission of metafiction, 
intertextualism, that is a specialized expression of the philosophical autocriticism, experiments 
the outgoing from the isolation of the genders and from the traditional category. Destructivism - 
nucleus of paradoxism - has come out as an agent of a structural and international evolution, and 
it is not a casual fact if paradoxism has already a well established international aspect: it is a 
response of agreement to the encouragement of the cultural identity syntheses, when the other 
becomes a constituent part of ourselves. The action is hurried - and paradoxism has given 
evidences in this sense -, however the aesthetics comes as a post-factum justification, completing 
so the destabilizing of the pre-established axiologies. 
 It must be said clearly that the internationalizing of paradoxism is the result of actions and 
initiatives of the one who, in the first eighties, conceived it in Romania as a form of literary 
radicalization (and curiously, at the same time, of dissolution of the opposition to inquisitorial 
regime. There is, in the nature of paradoxism, the choice (and the implicit critic) of a radical 
option in the expression of the anguish, tending to the pulverization of the repression (internal 
and external, subjective and objective). Paradoxism is the domain of the rebel natures. 
 In the way Florentin Smarandache has internationalized paradoxism, he has succeeded in 
naturalizing it in the present cultural conscience, particularly in the international deposit of the 
literary facts and the bibliographical instruments of a worldly interest. This is a reality and 
honesty obliges to impede it could be distorted. 
 All the bibliographical reference in the field brings us the information that, in the 
following decade (we can’t know when) and independently from the Romanian part, a fellow of 
the USA realized a possibly paradoxist antipoetry in the book entitled The grocery list (cf. 
Teresinka Pereira). This one denounces the implacable dependence from the society of 
consumption. Both interventions are a reaction against some greedy and decadent politicians. 
 From politics to personal action, paradoxism has passed with the cathalystic acceleration 
of existentialism. At the beginning of The myth of Sisyphus, Camus affirms that “what is called 
reason of living is at the same time an excellent motive to die”. In the system of those fertile 
ambiguities, Florentin Smarandache appears as an extrovert of the paradoxist manifesto, when 
Kann (the author of the above mentioned title)”dissimulates” paradoxism to himself, believing 
that the publication would have dissolved it. Reading the manuscript, Teresinka Pereira observes 
that the poet’s anxiety is paralyzing, that he reproaches himself with the decadence of this life (a 
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somnambulant life amid catastrophes), the human existence  “inflated with self-sufficiency” 
(“that destroys, that wastes away, that pollutes in an absurd manner”). 
 Being metalinguistic (signs, numbers, designs, drafts, graffiti, stains, etc.) and oriented 
toward its antirhetorical non, paradoxism declines the negation in all the possible cases. An 
antimodel is then outlined, not so much with regard to the formative nominalization as to the idea 
of distortion in itself, that it illustrates in a liminar case. You cannot be paradoxist when you 
come from other formative horizons, you cannot spoil paradoxism with paradoxist means. Once it 
is constituted, it is an absolute antimodel, that appears in the history of the form-deform 
dialectics, specialized in the history of art, to enter in metaphysics and charisma. The antimodel 
that sustains it is an autarchic, authoritarian and exclusivist dogma. There’s no other intermediate 
zone and no clement moderation. No and never! 
 Substantially, anti-, magical particle of paradoxism, abolishes the (traditional) literature in 
order to re-establish it (in synchronism with the modern - contesting, hasty, automatist, 
fragmentary, attracting, interdisciplinary, universalistic, pragmatic, typical - society). If it is the 
form of a protestation against the limits, there no need to demonstrate it. Anti- or the silence are 
expressions of contest; their assembling shows clearly “an opposition to the general credo” (Al. 
Cioranescu). 
 The condition of negativity is universalized in paradoxism. It exercises a poetics of 
negation liberated from whatever coercion, daring up to the voluptuousness of the ambiguities, up 
to the stupor of the irreverence. It so discredits the excessive formalization of the language, the 
associative insensibility of the clichés, the predictable vacuity of the text. Paradoxism leads the 
oxymoron up to the state of shock, otherwise the paradox up to the pulverization of the antinomy 
from which it comes out. the contrast is enormous, phenomenal and philosophic, what means the 
absence - or the essential of the presence. The value of its non extends itself to all that our 
customs consider as consecrated, officialized, quite immutable. “Art is a play (speaking from a ... 
paradoxist point of view) - as its literary historian Ion Rotaru observes - a play of artifices if you 
want, a battle play, the lightning of an insult, but not a flat, arid, cold, annoying platitude”. For the 
sole flat platitude, there is no paradoxist solemnization of negation! 
 The systematism of its non-saying on which paradoxism has based itself is not a refusal 
of the expression, but only the concealing of a meaning into a depth of possible meanings, 
according to the reader / onlooker’s capability of imagining and feeling. To this one, the 
paradoxist author offers an unlimited imaginative chance - this author who is an “acrobat of the 
sentence and of the verse”, a “sorrowful clown”, with an “anarchical temperament”, an acute 
observer of the oddities of the everyday life”, “undeniably an original creator”, who comes 
unexpectedly in the times of “those bright Romanians whom their country dispatches periodically 
in Europe: Tzara, Isou, and more recently, Cioran, Dinescu (the latter becoming then suspect)” 
(Ion Rotaru). It is obvious that the literary historian, accepting in a paradoxist meaning all  those 
characteristic data, doesn’t make otherwise than naming the movement by the precise structure of 
the personality that gave it a foundation.  
 N. Mac Luran observes that “all the forms of the nonphonetic writing, by contrast, are 
artistic processes that retain a sensory orchestration with a very great richness”. It is also our case: 
“the sensory character” of an unlimited and direct communication, the spectacular efflorescence 
of a multitude of meanings, as it appears in the work of the author of Oddities. 
 Quite recently, the notion of non-book was used By Petru Dumitriu, in order to express 
the aversion in front of a compromising book - a road without dust -, but also to name the 
conspiring phenomenon of its withdrawing from the market. But after it had stopped there on the 
path, for political or economic reasons, I don’t know, the book was withdrawn. It has become a 
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non-book (underlined). We must always recall here the playful good-heartedness and the 
foaming of the intellectual charge of Serban Foarta’s poems, an author who displayed 
exhibitionism like a cult with a great proclaimed voluptuousness.  
 In the year 1994, there was published, still in the United States, Saul Bellow’s book, All is 
in relation - From the obscure past to the uncertain future, that was subtitled “collection of non-
fictions”, understanding with that an effect still little paradoxist: the favoring of the biographical 
element to the detriment of the purely imaginative. 
*
 When coming back to the filiation of principle, it is necessary to link with it the particular 
paradoxist purgation of the Cioranian philosophy of negation (without the application illustrating 
it directly). The linking we make is of meaning, similitude, attitude and not of a dependent 
conditioning. As the two cases of vehement and virulent nihilism have taken up from this 
launching ground, the historical and traditional conditioning cannot be justified by that only fact, 
but it expresses the passionate reactions refrained in acute conscience.  
 Cioran attracts the attention on “the paradoxist conscience” of the man of our days, who 
“destroys whatever consistence of the content of a life, because the continuos connection with the 
others reveals the insignificance, the insufficiency and the limitation of the respective contents”. 
Only an intense living can purify and give life: “The paroxysm of behaviour that is realized in 
desperation opens new perspectives. He raises himself against the overvalued “intelligent men”, 
because they lack “a deep space of spiritual life, an organic pain and an essential torment, from 
which a great effervescence and a big explosion of energy and of an overflowing content arise. In 
the matter, the philosopher expects “nothing from the Romanian intelligentsia, for he knows that 
whatever surprise is illusory”; he feels the sadness “of not being able to estimate otherwise than 
negatively the autochtonous realities”. And, more generally, “we have a destiny only in the 
conscience of our unhappiness”.
 The one who upholds the necessity of radicalism and the rehabilitation of the obsessed 
ones notes, with a malicious sorrow, the renewed existence of “a tendency to giving up, non-
resistance, cowardly wisdom, that favour everything in matter of tragedy”. The experience of the 
exile has confirmed in him the old suspicion that “Romania is a very marginal historical space 
where, in our days, the spiritual autonomy throws you on a deadline”. 
 The Cioranian negation is enormous, sincere and liberating (“only in the measure in which 
the men can consider you as free, because, for any lucid man, the world exists only in 
concession”).
 “Nothing can be built without negation”, the author of the reveler of pain sustains. “You 
can’t live without a divine flower and without the seduction of delirium. Any messianic 
premonition is irruption of the infinite in a future becoming, a paroxysm that dilates an individual 
or a period”. 
 The Cioranian philosophy of the ruthless negation, like too Ionescu’s virtuosity to 
annihilate by the absurd, after Caragiale’s great lesson of grotesque, have crystallized the recipe 
of the radical gestures in the therapeutics of malignancy. In the case of the first one, the syllogistic 
of sadness can be adopted by paradoxism as a manifesto of the uninterrupted and undivided 
negation. If we make this relation, we find the formula of premonition: “we are not particularly 
interested in what a writer doesn’t express, what he could have said and has not said, we are 
attracted only by his invisible face”; if  “the modes of expression are deadened, the art orientates 
myself toward the non-sense, toward a close and incommunicable universe”. 
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 But the postulation of the individual’s integrity can constituted a non-declared premise to 
the negating language established in paradoxism. The crisis becomes here a fundamental 
element of poetics, passing from the subjective psychology to the objective technic. Or does the 
consumption of the traditional language fortify the creative spirit of some authors permanently 
and dramatically confronted with the modern technological alienation? The external references to 
this type of language doesn’t exist any longer, but only the modeling pressure - with those aspects 
most often capricious - coming from the author’s dictatorship of subjectivity. But of an extremely 
intensive subjectivity. 
 In the attention of the paradoxist poetics that is to come out from the unit of style, there’s 
a kind of negligence in the writing, that wants to succeed in the other part, to realize a 
transcription of the infinitesimal and gloomy situations, producing a rhetoric without a precise 
project, a ramified rhetoric. We can observe that the author’s spectacular distancing from a text, 
in a paradoxist exigency, is produced in the framework of a regime of dissonance that makes 
possible any whatever surprise. The modern crisis of conscience fortifies a subjectivity that makes 
an effort to rediscover itself, to reintegrate itself: moreover, if we understand the paradoxist 
researches in an immediate aspect of crisis, that is if we collocate them in the field of the pure 
researches, then maybe we’ll understand them rather as being the topical, that is the valuable 
situation in a determined history of the spirit. Whether we put the accent on the “containable” 
side or on the formal one, the lines of the paradoxist strength must be followed in a magnetic field 
of the permanent compensation between modernism and postmodernism and of the impossibility 
of their definitive resolution. What else than convincing researches to the solution of the crisis are 
the great lyric interrogations of Lucian Blaga or Ion Barbu? 
 The researcher Elvira Solcan introduces the concept of antinorm, in an Urmuzian 
interpretation, a concept we translate in favor of paradoxism. Through this negative notion we 
name specific deformations: the parodying of the space of the action, the surrealist presentation of 
the personages (“by that very fact, the grotesque destroys the norms of the common life, and in 
the case these ones are annulled, also the classical literary norms”). In the case of the precursor 
Urmuz, the pastiche of the epic, the derisory dimensions, the irony against the technical literary 
automatism, the parodying of the clichés compose the antinorm as a limit to the discredited 
grotesque. The anti norm constitutes a drastic warning to the monotonous existential rhythm, to 
the social training in general. 
 In a formula calmer than the paradoxist insurgency, it has been named antianalysis (in
Gheorghe Grigurcu’s dialogue with S. Damian, in Romania Literara, No. 9/10, 1995). The 
author of The entrance in the castle) notices the fact that to this observation addressed to some 
colleagues who take pleasure in well-known easy schemes, in the “concluding themes”, 
upholding they understand them as a restriction of reality and literature, no antianalysis has been 
opposed. The term has here the meaning of counter-argument and absolutely of dissolution. In the 
matter, an antianalysis would suppose the reflection of the old values of mentality and custom. 
The term presupposes the correlative notion of “analysis” and is opposed to it, by the nature of 
the arguments invoked, and in this way the reciprocal analysis-antianalysis relation participates as 
much to the natural dialectics of the spirit, on a line of a prospective dynamism. 
 In a Nicolae Balota’s information, we discover that the philosopher Constantin Noica 
prepared an AntiGoethe, that disappeared when he was arrested: the significance of the title still 
suggests the antianalysis, in the sense expressed above, in contradiction with the current 
meanings.  
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Still in the semantic field of the offensive counter-argumentation, we can put the 
antitotalitarian essay of the Hungarian sociologist and political scientist Gyorgy Konrad, entitled 
Antipolitics. 
*
Paradoxism has not yet invented for itself the criticism campaign. It is however able to do 
it, once it has the conscience that the true lies in the inherent signalizing tensions, made of 
“submissions” and “silences”, of “discourses” and “diversions”, of “justifications” and 
“occultation”. 
In the paradoxist meaning, the abolition of whatever normative sense signifies the 
proclamation of liberty as the supreme normativeness (against the postmodernist dimension of the 
hermeneutic excesses of liberty). In front of the automatic dictate of surrealism or in front of the 
avant-gardist oneiric mania, paradoxism amazes in a calculated way the absurd. We can’t negate 
the non-conformism, revolted at its beginning against the tradition of the elegant writing and, in 
this sense, as an attitude of creation, is authentic. If we don’t forget, however, that any 
academicism ends into a new academicism, especially when the essence is formal. Like any 
organized doctrinaire movement, paradoxism is concomitantly destroyer and constructor. 
Experimental and intellectual, it looks for the chance of literature in the non-literary, in the 
injunction of the paraliterary, “living” its scholarship in the graphics of the page. It is not only an 
experiment of search of the world, but also of gain of the own individuality, by which authority it 
is horrified by the commonplace formulae and the hereditary clichés of the external and 
conventional world.
As all those specifications have as their final aim the intensifying of the expression, it is 
anyhow out of place - and we refer to the express case of the initiator of the movement - to blame 
those experiments for a tedious exhibitionism. As to Florentin Smarandache, beside the 
peremptory appearance of the resonance he emits, his poetry displays a force of revelation. But a 
dramatic revelation, since the reality from which he withdraws and the very absolute toward 
which he tends, are rude. And properly the wish of publicity seems to happen naturally in the 
conditions of the founding conscience: when the cultural performance has a complex scope, 
convergently directed (a situation in which “vanity, pride precede the work of art, and in this 
sense pride is creative” - Camil Petrescu). But let’s not be tempted to see only the paradoxist 
provoking color, and less the basic purpose of seriousness that bustles underneath. If we have this 
attention, somewhat “sympathetic” would be the provocation and somewhat intelligent would be 
acknowledged the way the leader of the movement stages his deductions. 
This kind of literature can add the professionalism of the writing to the utopia of the 
world, under the bracket of an unexplainable vanity of originality. In the perspective of a new 
(effective or possible) mutation of the aesthetic value, we can admit on principle the paradoxist 
doctrine and practice, such as they have imposed themselves up to the present moment, following 
as a reality for the ulterior productions that they should offer an actual substance of the barometer 
of the value. 
It is true that there is a “pragmatism” of this literature, but it’s always as much true that a 
spontaneous transcendence is attained. Or if we allow ourselves a beneficious maliciousness/ 
mystification, doesn’t this also have its own transcendence? May the miracle of poetry be 
restrictive?  
Moralizing him for not being wise, the greatest friend of the paradoxist Smarandache, the 
literary historian Ion Rotaru is sorry the poet has not written  “real poems”, that would have 
brought him “perhaps up to Otilia Cazimir’s ankles and to Toparceanu’s ones”. we must be 
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grateful if Florentin Smarandache has not done what he is reproached with, because we wouldn’t 
have had now any longer to wait for what he’ll write , now... 
